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THE DIRTY TRUTH
Springtime + Outdoor Fun = Iff"Tough-to-Clean Kids Clothes ABLE OF CONTENTS

July/August1997Longer days and warmer weather mean more time
for kids to play outdoors. Baseball, softball, soccer THE DIRTY TRUTH
and picnics are just a few of the activities that lure Sphngtime + Outdoor Fun =
kids to their local park. Along with the fun comes Tough-to-Clean Kids Clothes
tough-to-clean clothes - grass and mud stains
from sliding into second base, blood stains from WOMEN'S FASHIONS
skinned knees and the inevitable spilled ice cream, Wall Street Wise 2

to name a few. According to The Soap and
Detergent Association, stained clothes can often be MEN'S FASHIONS

made to look as good as new: Touting the Traditional 2

Tips for Removing Stains:
CHILDREN'S FASHIONSCheck garment care label and read and follow.

Making the Grade 3
the directions on all laundry products.

Pretreat or presoak stains as soon as possible,.
CHANGES IN GARMENT CARE LABELS

preferably before they have dried. FTC Approves Care Label Symbols 3
Gently blot a stain. Rubbing can spread the stain.

and/or damage the fabric. FABRIC CARE SYMBOL LANGUAGE MADE EASY
Drying in a dryer can permanently set a stain. Understand What Your Clothes

that is not completely removed. To avoid this, Are Saying Insert

check carefully after washing. If the stain is still
visible, pretreat and launder again. MISCELLANY

For those Truly Tough Spots... Tracking Male Shoppers' Traits 4

Protein stains, such as grass and blood, ice Keeping Stainless Stainless 4

Laundry Care Items Lighten the Load 4
cream, yogurt and other dairy products are Fit to be Tied 4
particularly difficult to remove. The best way to
tackle them is to pretreat them before laundering. Q&A
For heavy stains, it might be necessary to soak first SDA Answers Your Questions 5
using a presoak product. If the stain remains,
rewash using a bleach safe for the fabric WHAT'S NEW? 5

For stains from soft drinks, blot or soak in cool
water then pretreat with a pretreat stain remover, "KEEP IT CLEAN" BRIEFS 6

liquid laundry detergent or a paste of powder
laundry detergent and water.

For fruit and juice stains, wash with detergent brush off as much as possible. Before laundering,
and a bleach safe for the fabric. Mud stains require pretreat with a pretreat product, a paste made from
slightly different care. Let the stain dry, then powder laundry detergent and water, or a liquid

laundry detergent. .
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WOMEN'S FASHIONS MEN'S FASHIONS

Wall Street Wise Touting the Traditional

The newest influence in women's fashions comes In the realm of menswear fashion, slim is no longer
from the street Wall Street. Classic, in. The tight, bright, physique-hugging looks that
conservative, safe, serious, sane are just a few were trumpeted as fashion's future are loosing
words commonly used to describe these looks, favor to comfortable, classic styles that are rooted
comments The Soap and Detergent Association. in fashion's past. Activewear's ubiquitous appeal is

The fabric market features a diversified portfolio. fading; in its place are derivatives of a more
Menswear-toned tweeds, twills and plaids, stretch sedentary point of view. Chunky turtleneck
wool flannels, cashmeres, and felted woolensjoin sweaters and cardigans, Oxford bag trousers,
high profile fabrics for some hot new partnerships. regimental-style suits and retro-patterned ties are
Think tweed sweaters with lace skirts, sequinned key components of this sartorial revolution, notes
tops with plaid mohair pants, flannel jackets with The Soap and Detergent Association.
brocade pants, Fabrics have lost their artificial sheen. For

Black is everyone's favorite color, with grey Fall '97, they are natural, authentic and rustic.
following a close second in tones ranging from Think tweeds, homespun sweaters, down parkas,
banker's gray to silver dollar. Wine comes next, in stonewashed twill, corduroy, chenille and shearling.
every vintage from Burgundy to Bordeaux, port to On the suit circuit, America is going gray with a

i

claret. Camel and dollar bill green are hot color color range that runs the gamut from pale pearl to
currencies, too. deep charcoal. Chalkstripes and pinstripes are

Suits in a mannish mode, including gray flannels getting the most attention, with houndstooths and
and banker-stripes, are a good investment'with the herringbones following close behind. Six-on-two
pants versions outperforming the skirts. Trousers double breasted suits join two- and three-button
with wider cuts prevail. Interest earning shapes and versions that have a close but comfortable fit, ^

details include hip-riding man-pants and football precision tailoring and a natural shoulder line.
lacing fronts. Pant lengths are longer, sometimes Trendier versions of these suits feature stretch

exposing only the tip of this season's hottest shoe, wool fabrics and boot-cut trousers.

the pointed pump. Jackets feature concealed When it comes to separates, functional fashion is
closures. Wrap jackets keep their close-to-the-body the statement for fall. Wool bomber jackets,
fit courtesy of narrow leather or self belts. poly/cotton safari jackets, Nordic patterned
Underneath these suits, turtlenecks and simple sweaters and trousers in corduroy or khaki are
shirts fit the basic job requirements; but trendier favored looks. Cutting edge separates include full,
solutions, such as sheer camisoles, beaded chiffon cuffless trousers mated to a fitted shirt that's neatly
blouses, delicate sweaters, netting t-shirts, tucked in to enhance the contrast. These shirts

openwork crochet tanks, and Lurex tops,are come in less-than-traditional fabrications, such as

getting the fashion promotion. stretch wool, transparent wool, nylon or cotton and
Furs and fur trims have never been more nylon blends. On the outerwear scene, short coats

prevalent. Both real and faux interpretations show are news. Favored looks include trench coats,

up in full force as coats, jackets and wraps, as trim chesterfields and pea coats, all styled just like their
on coats, jackets and dresses, and in a dashing traditional full-length counterparts but stopping
collection of accessories. above the knee.

Other trends to watch include the black leather Snowboarding is having a strong influence on
bomber jacket, beaded minimalist slip dresses and sportswear for the younger set. Nylon jackets and
halters, handcrocheted looks that resemble pants, with the appropriate abrasion-resisting
afghans and potholders, hooded sweatshirts, details at seat, elbows and knees, often paired with
oversized sweaters, side-slit skirts, strapless polyester fleece sweaters, appeal to those who
dresses for daytime, sleeping bag coats, curvy conquer mountains only in their dreams .

jumpsuits and fencing jackets. .
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CHILDREN'S FASHIONS CHANGES IN GARMENT CARE LABELS
^

Making the Grade FTC Approves Care Label Symbols

When it comes to new duds for infants and According to a recent study, four out of five
toddlers, this season there's no baby like a snow consumers read care labels before they buy
baby. Snuggly looks inspired by Northern climates clothing and follow label instructions when washing
keep baby warm from top to toe, indoors or out, garments. Upcoming changes in care labels will
reports The Soap and Detergent Association. affect how we read these labels.

Favorite fabrics for the tiniest fashion set include Beginning July 1, 1997, the Federal Trade
fleece, shearling, boucle, faux fur, corduroy, boiled Commission (FTC) will allow apparel
wool, waffle knits, acrylic knits, fine gauge cotton manufacturers to use symbols instead of written
knits and luxuriously thick hand knits. Separates, instructions on garment care labels. For 18 months
including overalls, shirts, bodysuits, and after that date, garments that have care labels with
turtlenecks, in snowdrift colors - ivory, beige, pale symbols will be accompanied by additional
pink and sage - are layered to match the information that shows both symbols and written
temperature's demands. Snow bunny details instructions

include reindeer and snowflake motifs, alpine The symbols were developed by the American
patches, Eskimo appliques, and Nordic knits. Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM), using a
Reflective racing stripes, cyber-silver fabrics, system that is simple and easy to learn. To make
rubberized patches, and fleece-lined vinyls provide the learning process even easier, The Soap and
the techno touch. Caps and booties follow the ski Detergent Association has prepared a teaching tool
trail, too. The season's fanciful assortment of for the symbol system (see insert). Use this to help
headgear includes sherpa hats, cuffed hats, tassel- teach the care label system to consumers and
top caps, ear-flapped hats and knit caps. Small-fry students

footwear goes rugged in sturdy choices like nubuck The new care symbols will be a real benefit ton

/
and suede or soft booties fashioned from non-English speaking people. And, by reducing
sheepskin, natural shearling, printed fleece, or words to symbols, labels will be smaller, which
corduroy and fleece combos. Pompons are a means they will be more comfortable for all
favorite adornment on everything from jackets to everyone.
hats to booties. The new symbols also benefit U.S. apparel

Older kids move off the slopes and into the manufacturers. Using one label for the three
orchard, harvesting clothes in colors that are good NAFTA countries (Canada, Mexico, U.S.), will
enough to eat: apple, grape, squash and pumpkin. reduce manufacturing and inventory costs.
Hot, too, is tried and true blue in shades ranging Symbols will facilitate global competitiveness by
from electric to midnight. Lightly brushed fabrics, preparing manufacturers for further international
including velvet, veiour, suede and corduroy show harmonization of care labels.

up in multi-needle jeanswear styles. Faux furs Members of the detergent, textile, apparel and
make it big in both outerwear and accessories, appliance industries as well as retailers and related
including boas, hats, collars, and backpacks. media and educational organizations are working

Plaid pants are a popular back-to-school choice. with the FTC to help consumers become familiar
Girls are going for the close-to-the-body cuts while with the new symbols. SDA is participating in this
boys favor looser versions with cargo pockets. The effort. . (Adapted from a summary of a talk given by Jo Ann
newest jeans feature legs that range from the Pullen; January 1997)

subtly flared boot cut to a full wide cut. For girls, the
waist to watch sits low on the hips; pants are paired
with close-to-the-body shirts. Last season's
polyester satin shirt is reinterpreted in panne
velvet. Crocheted looks are big in everything from
peek-a-boo dresses to granny square cardigans. .
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MISCELLANY Laundry Care Items Lighten the Load

Laundry care accessories offer new ways to make
Tracking Male Shoppers' Traits a necessary chore easier. Ironing boards are in the
When a major trade publication in the menswear spotlight with features such as leg extenders to
industry surveyed 300 men who all earned more increase stability and support and locking
than $50,000 per year, some very traditional values mechanisms that prevent accidental leg closings.
emerged, reports The Soap and Detergent Other innovations noted by The Soap and
Association. Nearly 70% said dressing well was Detergent Association include built-in cord holders
important or somewhat important to their personal and iron rests that accommodate steam-generated
sense of style. Almost 25% felt they looked their irons. Where space is at a premium, there are
best at work, while almost 40% said they looked portable countertop ironing boards, behind-the-
their best at formal occasions. The same number door boards that slide out rather than fold down,
said that the best dressed men are found in and boards that mount to the washer or dryer and
business settings. The majority buy their fashion fold down into the space below the appliance when
apparel in department stores and major chains. not in use. Some manufacturers are featuring all-in-
The next most popular source (21%) is menswear one construction and improved closures on ironing
specialty stores. Spouses and significant others pads and covers to insure a superior, tighter fit.
have the most influence on how these men dress Whimsical cover designs include Looney Tunes
(49%) while magazine ads are second (31%). and 101 Dalmatians motifs, as well as poppies,
Finally, almost 38% said a suit was the most prized roses, contemporary stripes and metallic finishes.
item in their wardrobe. Next in line was a coat or

jacket (11%).
Fit to be Tied

As the trend toward dressing casual is changing
Keeping Stainless Stainless the uniform of corporate America, manufacturers
In addition to tools, bowls and gadgets, stainless is and retailers are going to new lengths to help
gaining favor in stoves, refrigerators, countertops, customers understand how to integrate ties into
cabinets and portable appliances. The reasons for their wardrobes, reports The Soap and Detergent
its appeal are many: a bold design statement; Association.

durability under heavy use; its aura of high quality; Videos and advertising mailers focus on how to
and its retro roots in the era of the great American coordinate today's vast array of options in shirt and
industrial designers. tie patterns. Retailers are organizing video
As this high-tech commercial look invades the conferences where manufacturers can

home kitchen, consumers are often unsure of how communicate their fashion message to the store's
to clean stainless steel. The Soap and Detergent sales associates. One manufacturer plans to
Association recommends some simple procedures. expand its in-store training seminars to the
For general cleaning, use a staintess steel cleaner, corporate world. Topics include how to put a look
an all-purpose cleaner or cleanser, or a glass or together and education about the quality features
glass and multi-surface cleaner. For stubborn of a tie. Another manufacturer is experimenting
stains, use a paste of baking soda and water with a program that matches the retailer's private
applied with a sponge or cloth. Rinse with a sponge label shirts with the company's ties. The company
or cloth wrung from clean water; dry with a soft, ultimately plans to add suit swatches to the mix.
clean cloth. For heavy soils on a range top, spray That way, when a consumer comes in to purchase
the soil with a nonabrasive, all-purpose cleaner. a tie, it will be easy to coordinate it to suits at home
Cover with a damp paper towel for 15 minutes, in the closet. .

then gently scrub clean. Towel dry to avoid water
spots.
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Fabric Care language Made Easy!
Understand What Your
Clothes Are Saying s..». Jf ..

sA

// you know these symbols ...

a A o a o
WASH BLEACH TUMBLE IRON DRY

DRY CLEAN

^/^ these codes.. .
More Dots -^ More Heat More Bars -^ More Gentle

x. . . . . .

COOL/ WARM/ HOT/ PERMANENTGENTLE/DELICATE
LOW MEDIUM HIGH PRESS CYCLE CYCLE DO NOT

t^ you know Ihe language1
//Wash in warm

water on permanent press cycle/
//Any bleach."^- ^Tumble dry with medium^ temperature an gentle cycle.". .

^ .^ "Do not iron/'

See reverse side for
the whole story!

Courtesy of: The Soap and Detergent Association . 475 Park Avenue South * New York, NY 10016 . Fax: 212-21 3-0685
Developed in cooperation with the Federal Trade Commission.

Visit our website! http://www.sdahq.org
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Your Guide t^Fubri< Care Symbols^

ICTCTI'OII?D »sa»
MACHINE BLEACH TUMBLE DRY IRON DRY CLEAN
WASH DRY

TEMPERATURE HEAT SETTING TEMPERATURE

C7 A . D 0(Dry or Steam)

sCool/Cold Any Bleach No Heat Line Dry/ Dry Clean
(when needed) Hang to Dry LowGE? 3@CA IllLow

..
Warm Do NotMedi

Only .. Drip Dry Dry Clean
urn

Non-chlorine
... Bleach Medium

when needed) ...

Hot
High...

r^i ^ ^^^3IBS^^^Dry Flat
High

70 0Do Not Bleach

Normal Any Heat Dry in the
Shade No Steam

0 0 sx
Permanent Press Normal Do Not Iron

Do Not Dry

n Q ^
Permanent Press

Delicate/Gentle Do Not Wring

0»

St Courtesy of: The Soap and Detergent Association
475 Park Avenue South

Delicate/Gentle

Do Not Wash New York, NY 10016I

Fax: 212-213-0685

Developed in cooperation with the Federal Trade Commissi

Visit our website! http://www.sdahq.orgDo Not
Hand Wash Tumble Dry



TIPS AND TRENDS FROM THE SOAP AND DETERGENT ASSOCIATION

Q&A
SDA Answers Your Questions About the WHAT'S NEW?

New Fabric Care Label Symbols
Whimsical laundry bags can help lighten the

Q: Will there be a transitional period from washday blues. One manufacturer is introducing a
written instructions to symbols after the new line of bags with 27 different graphic designs.
care label symbols are introduced? Decorative motifs include florals and juvenile
A: For the first 1 8 months (July 1, 1997 - designs encompassing dinosaurs and toys. Fun
December 31, 1998), apparel manufacturers must sayings, including "Too many shirts, too many
provide written instructions or explanatory pants, too many socks, not enough time" and
language in addition to the care symbols. The "Just pick it up and put it in here," help get the
written instructions do not have to be included on laundry message across.
the permanently attached care label, but they (By Design; 601 N 10th Street;
have to come with the garment. Manufacturers Sacramento, CA 95814)
can use hang tags, package inserts or package
labels to provide the explanatory language. After
the first 18 months, supplemental written Anyone who's had canned goods come crashing
instructions will not be required. out of the cupboard or has had to move dozens of

cans to find the one at the back of the shelf will

Q: Will manufacturers be required to on/yuse appreciate the convenience of Can Stackers.
symbols? These shaped plastic disks conveniently lock
A: Care symbols are an option, manufacturers stacked cans in place. The disks come in five

can choose to provide written care instructions on sizes and are packaged in sets of nine.
labels. (C & L Products, Inc.; 1 E 9th Street;

Hutchinson, KS 67501)
Q: Will the detergent industry help educate
consumers about this change?
A: The detergent industry is participating with the For colorful dinners, check out the Color Me
FTC in a major consumer education program. Tablecloth featuring Disney's 101 Dalmatians
SDA has developed a teaching tool to help license and four different games printed on the
educators as they work with consumers and cloth. The 52-by-90" vinyl tablecloth comes with
students. A reproducible copy of the teaching eight sets of four crayons. Crayon marks can be
chart is included in this newsletter wiped off with a paper napkin. It's perfect as

Laundry product manufacturers are participating birthday party entertainment, a take-along for
in the educational effort in many ways, including camping trips or picnics in the park, or just for
providing charts and articles in newsletters and everyday fun.
educational materials. Some companies may (Kane Industries Corp.; 753 Calle Piano;
include the new symbols on product packages. Camarillo, CA 93012)

Q: Do consumers really use care label
information? Say good-bye to nicked fingers and roll-away
A: Yes. According to results of a study received by bagels. The Bagel Halver is designed to keep
SDA, 80% of respondents said they like to read things under control. A serrated, never-needs-
the care instructions before they purchase new sharpening blade is flanked by two protective
clothing. Seventy-eight percent said they were plastic guards that hold the bagel in place. It's a
careful to follow washing instructions on clothing welcome guest at any breakfast table, as well as a
labels. . perfect housewarming gift or stocking stuffer.

(MSC USA; 6700 Thimens;
Montreal, PQ; H4S 1S5; Canada) .
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"KEEP IT CLEAN" BRIEFS Carefully measure the correct amount of laundry
detergent for the wash load you are using. When

To prevent discoloration of fabrics, use hair too little detergent is used, clothes can become
preparations before putting on your clothes or put dull and dingy, white items become gray or
a towel over your clothing before spraying. Many yellowed, body soils aren't removed from around

cuffs and collars, lint gets redeposited ontohair sprays, mousses and gels contain alcohol
which can cause permanent color loss in some clothes and greasy-looking stains can appear.

fabrics. This color loss may show up after the The proper amount of detergent will soften
water to allow the detergent to do its cleaning job;garment is cleaned,
loosen dirt and soils; and hold the removed dirt,Lacquers in some hair sprays can cause dark
soil and lint in the wash water until it can be rinsedstains around the collar, neck area and shoulders.

These dark stains are not necessarily permanent away.

but may be difficult to remove.

Store cleaning supplies where you use them (in
the kitchen and bathroom), so you don't have toClean your dust mop before storing it. To avoid

making a dust cloud, put a damp paper bag over keep going from room to room to find them. By
the head of the mop before shaking it. cleaning as you go, wiping the bathroom vanity

after each use, etc., dirt won't accumulate and
clean ups will be faster. .

This newsletter is not copyrighted. The content may be used at will, with or without credit to The Soap and Detergent Association. Mention of product
names or manufacturers does not constitute an endorsement or a guarantee of performance or safety of such products by the Association and/or its
member companies. This paper is made from recycled fibers that include post-consumer waste.
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